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forefront of this, driving trading volume onto regulated, transparent venues, but also widening
As a direct result, today’s market ecology is a very different beast, with a diverse make-up of

Increasingly we are seeing low-latency connectivity and market data become a key feature of this
trend and a by-product of technological change, helping participants hedge risk and facilitate their

effectively triggered a dramatic growth in the availability of credit instruments in recent times, and

We continually invest in both the technology underpinning our platforms and the trading functionality

and various international regulatory bodies, we have played an important role in the implementation

late as regulators seek to standardise transparency and risk management protocols for all

We have a number of product upgrades that are either in the process of implementation,

This will dramatically reduce the onboarding process for prospective customers as it negates the

following direct consultation with customers and prospects alike and, as a result, is gaining real
In a boarder sense, we are committed to improving market access for participants, not just in terms
of the on-boarding process but also in facilitating access to multiple markets and instruments

Our market data forms the cornerstone for MTS’ full suite of offerings and is sourced directly from

banks and funds to effectively analyse market activity, back-test strategies and choose the optimum

Additionally, we offer a range of post-trade processing, reporting, portfolio and risk management

As an organisation, we continue to work closely with regulatory bodies worldwide to ensure

Low-latency market data has become a critical component of today’s markets and this is something

enabled co-location from within the same data centre as the MTS’ matching engine to deliver

designed to streamline the compliance process across the breadth of the trading lifecycle and

There are a number of distinctive trends already shaping the industry and which are likely to
on decreased latency, but particularly on minimising variance to ensure optimised and consistent

In the dealer to client space, the focus has really been on widening access, reducing barriers to
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are managed centrally to ensure optimum levels of
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MTS Cash is a comprehensive and professional
cash securities trading environment for the interdealer
regulated in different jurisdictions enabling primary dealers
MTS Repo provides an order-driven market for the

enter into secured money market investments via the

to-client electronic bond trading platform, delivering

methods for a wide range of multi-currency non-government

technology to deliver immediate access to a diverse range
MTS Data
the MTS interdealer market and includes benchmark
real-time data, reference data, reference prices and
historical data, providing the benchmark data source

They provide independent, transparent, real-time and

